 Cast of Characters:

CO     Captain K’Beth T’Kar                       	 played by     Beth Kelley-Wharton
CSO   Cmdr. Sykora Ann Tarrez-Hunter                played by     Charlotte Wrestler
OPS   Lt. Twelk                                        played by     Rich Robbins
FCO   Lt. E'Lor Daughter of House Morlok             played by     Lynda Anderson
CTO   Ltjg. Tiberius Cassious McQueen                played by     John Flory

NPCs:
Various                                              played by     Ted Wharton & John Flory
  
 
 
Summary: The Delphyne stands nose to nose with the Tzenkethi cruiser.  An automated countdown continues over the comm., "You have crossed into Coalition territory.  You have 1 minute to send an explanation of your actions before we open fire...."
 
With hull breeches and explosives damage the Exclesior’s engineering section is in no shape for a fight.  Without warp power to the shields and weapons it would not be much of a fight anyway.
 
Star Trek, A Call to Duty is proud to present the USS Delphyne, Chapter Six - “Changes”  A wedge to be  driven- A crew divided.   Star date 10805.14
 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
MO: Am I cleared for duty?

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::on the bridge:: OPS: Open a channel to them

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::strides onto the bridge in a foul mood::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Channel opened Captain.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
CO: Ship is secured Captain

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::slings his rifle over his back and takes his post eyeing the big marine guards on the bridge::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
COM:Tark: This is Captain K'Beth of the Delphyne...we came here looking to escape the Federation ships pursuing us.

CMO House says:
FCO: You may return to duty.  Better hurry, my staff is having trouble fiquiring out which end of you needed the bandaging

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
CMO: Thank you doctor.  ::heads for the bridge::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: makes sure the force fields in the cargo bay are secure::
 
CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::checks weapons and takes a deep breath::

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
*AFCO Erco*: Make sure the shuttles have been checked and cleared.  No more surprises.

Commander_Laycus says:
COM: Delphyne : A Federation ship seeking to avoid the Federation, highly unlikely captain

AFCO Erco says:
*FCO*: Yes ma'am.

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
::looks over to the CTO:: CTO: Hey Ty think we should but the fear of us into these loyalist?

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::the lift stops on the bridge and she steps off it and heads for her helm station::
 
CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
OPS: I`d like to flog them, useless waste of life

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
CO: House has cleared me for duty.

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::takes her place::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::watches as the two master chiefs walk onto the bridge and take their posts with the Marine guards. Ty nods in acknowledgement to them::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
COM: Laycus: It is likely when that same said Federation ship has broken all ties with Starfleet...destroyed a Saber Class ship and damaged a station which almost killed the Admiral in this sector.

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::doesn't mute the comm. as she wants Laycus to hear it for authenticity:: FCO: Then get down to the shuttle bay and make certain those loyalists haven't damaged our shuttles.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::sits awkwardly in his combat gear::

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
CO: Yljaj.  ::heads for the lift again and steps onto it::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::looks over at OPS::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: sees that the power levels for everything but the emergency force field are normal but for some reason the Emergency force field seem to be taking a lot of power.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
OPS: We need more marines

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::sends the lift to the shuttle bay::

Commander_Laycus says:
COM: Delphyne : CO : I must admit you have scored points with us for attacking the admiral, but why should I trust you? :: hears her conversation :: Loyalists how convenient, I believe I would like to see your loyalist...else I will destroy your ship where is sits

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::Walks onto the bridge with a goose egg still on her forehead and a "flushed" looking face::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
OPS: Testy bugger isn’t he

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::shortly:: OPS: Send them the video of what happened to that idiot in engineering.

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Captain it seem that the emergency force field seem to be taking a lot of power. I have informed ME as well.

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::exits the lift and strides into the shuttle bay and looks for Ramsey and Kevin and Erco::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
COM: Laycus: We're sending you a video of what happened to the last loyalist that tried to force us back into Starfleet and Federation space.

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Aye Captain. :: sends the video to the other ship.:: Sending now.

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
OPS: Shut down all non-essential systems until they can repair the hull.

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::moving over to the CTO::  CTO: Lt you will find these two SO's in their quarters and need to be moved to the bridge as loyalist.  They attacked me in the science labs. ::speaks loud enough to be hear in the background::
 
Info: The video transfers and the commander watches it.  His facial expressions seems to change from hatred to intrigue.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
CSO: Are you ok commander?

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Aye captain I already have.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::dispatches a marine section to escort the two SO`s to the shuttle bay::
 
Commander_Laycus says:
COM: If you are telling the truth and have not made this up you will have no trouble with my ship scanning your hull for confirmation?

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CTO: Besides this goose egg and the first degree burn on my face I am fine.

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: over hears the CSO: CSO: Commander if you would like I can transport them to the cargo bay with the others.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
CSO: I`ll deal with them now commander

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods::  CTO: Thank you.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
CSO: No problem commander

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods at the OPS as the CTO assumes responsibility of the two ensigns::
 
CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::moves back to take her station at SCI 1

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
COM: Laycus: I've got a hole in the side of my ship....saboteurs in the brig...and no propulsion or weapons.  Scan away...there's not a damn thing I can do about it.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
CO: Two more have been sent to the cargo bay Skipper

Commander_Laycus says:
COM: Delphyne : How reasonable of you captain. :: begins scanning ::

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::goes about looking through the shuttles for any signs of tampering::

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::begins to work on her internal scans of the ship looking for loyalists in hiding and explosives that might have been planted::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: Reroutes some of the non-essential power to the emergency force fields::
 
Info: The commander can be seen talking to one of his crew

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::turns to MCPO Smith:: MCPO Smith: Master Chief head to the shuttle bay and double check the area for me

MCPO Smith says:
CTO: Aye sir

Commander_Laycus says:
COM: Delphyne : Do you have impulse

MCPO Smith says:
:: turns and heads for the shuttle bay::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::checks the engineering repair reports and sees that they almost have the crystals realigned for warp power::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
COM: Laycus: Yes...but it's sluggish.  Helm control is minimal.

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::limps over to science station and asks quietly:: CSO: You and the kids all right?

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::sets some filters on the scans to look for known explosive material that were on the Del ::

MCPO Smith says:
::heading through the corridors to the shuttle bay::

Commander_Laycus says:
COM: Delphyne : CO: Then you are to follow us back to our base at impulse power.  You will be allowed a 5 degree drift for your damaged systems, any more than that you will be destroyed...if you try to leave your vessel you will be destroyed am I clear

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
::monitors the COMs to see if any one else is head their way.::

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Honestly I haven't seen much of the kids.  Fortunately they are still young enough not to notice a lot, but Hawkes is starting to pick up on the tension of the other kids on the ship.::

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::keeps her voice low::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::walks into the shuttle bay and flips open a tri-corder and begins scanning for explosives::

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::still has her head in the shuttle looking for anything out of the usual::
 
Action: There is a creaking sound throughout deck 10

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
:: nods to Sy and limps back over to her chair:: COM: Laycus: Understood.  Is there a repair station at your base?  We can pay.

MCPO Smith says:
:: Stops dead at the sound and listens::
 
FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::pulls her head out and listens::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: checks to see what heading the other ship is taking::

MCPO Smith says:
*CTO*: Boss someone has erected a dampening field down here

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
*MCPO Smith*: Dammit. Can you tell what it`s masking chief

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
OPS: Follow their ship and stay directly behind them as best as you can.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
CO: Skipper we have a problem in the shuttle bay

Commander_Laycus says:
COM: Delphyne: I am taking you to see our Overseer, if he believes what you say we may have use for you and your ship, repairs will be made.  If not salvage will be made

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Captain I am picking up some unauthorized COMs near deck 10. Am trying to isolate the personal now.

MCPO Smith says:
*CTO*: Checking

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::hears the CTO and concentrates her scans of the shuttle bay::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
OPS: Lock onto the comm. badges and transport them to the cargo bay.

MCPO Smith says:
:: continues scanning for the source of the dampening field::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
CTO: Take a squadron of marines and deal with them.
 
Action: The creaking in deck 10 is getting louder

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::looks around to see if she can see what is making the creaking sound::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
OPS: Get ready to seal of the Shuttle bay......... no one in and no one out

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
CO: Aye skipper

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Aye Captain. :: locks onto the Com badges and transports the people to the Cargo bay with the rest of the Loyalist::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::orders 3 section to meet him at the shuttle bay::
 
Action: The Del shakes from an internal explosion

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::hands Tac of to MCPO Weston and heads for the shuttle bay::

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::loses her balance::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
*CTO*: Lt I am sending you the last location of an unauthorized com I have transported the personal out.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::hits a bulkhead::

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::grabs the console::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::holds on as the ship shakes:: All : Report!

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::stands and swears::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::moves to Tac1 and runs a damage assessment::

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::lays still for a few seconds before she gets up::

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
Self: That is going to hurt in the morning.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
OPS: This is starting to aggravate me big time

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
Outloud: What in the name of Grethor blew out?

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::recover and tries to find out what happened::

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::looks around the shuttle bay::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: grabs the helm to keep himself seated:: CO: It seems that when I transported the personal out of the area on Deck 10 there was an explosion. Not sure where or not the transport triggered it.
 
Action: Fire suppression is off on that deck.  The fire is growing through the main corridors near the shuttle bay...like some growing fiery monster
 
CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
CSO: Scan the area and see if you can find out where the explosion was.

MCPO Smith says:
*CO*: Captain blow the shuttle bay, we have a fire and the suppression system is out. If you don’t blow it we`ll lose the whole deck

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Captain scans show a fire on deck 10 outside the shuttle bay in the main corridor

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
OPS: Do we still have hull integrity?

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
Out loud: Fire!  What happened to fire suppression systems?

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::turns at the com and looks at OPS::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
OPS: Lock onto all personnel in that area and transport them out.

MCPO Smith says:
::takes a deep breath::

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
Self: This is not what I had in mind for today’s jobs.  Bloody mess.

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: I have a text here stating comm. is down, the explosion was near the torpedo magazines.  There was no detonation but 12 bead from the fire.

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Recommend that we evac the area and suppress the fire manual.

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: sees that the Fire suppression is off on Deck 10 and sets up a way to evacuate the oxygen in the area:: CO: Yes but it is slowing losing power. Transporting now. :: transports everyone off deck 10::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::checks the magazines::

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: As the fire suppression doesn't appear to be working.

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
Edit:: tries to transport

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::curses in several languages:: CSO: As soon as all personnel are transported...blow the shuttle bay.

MCPO Smith says:
::watches as plasma ducts overheat::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Captain I am unable to obtain transport locks on any one on deck 10

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods::  CO: Aye ma'am.

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
OPS: Let me know when you have everyone.

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
All: The fire has over headed the plasma conduits.  No locks are available so we will have to make our way through to a Turbo-lift.  Follow me and stay low.

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
COM: Laycus: We have to blow our shuttle bay due to a fire set from an internal bomb.

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
OPS: Can you determine where the life signs are?

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: Sends a com for everyone on deck 10 to make their way to a TL::

MCPO Smith says:
:: Looks around and spots the FCO:: FCO: We need to get out of here Leftenant. Head for the TL

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::leads the people along the floor headed for the Turbo lift tube::

Commander_Laycus says:
COM: Delphyne : CO : That is acceptable, detection of your weapons grid powering will result in your destruction

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CSO: Barely the plasma in the area make it hard to get a good scan.

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
MCPO Smith: I know that I am already leading it now.

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
OPS: Any in the shuttle bay?

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::mutters loud enough to be heard:: Out loud: I can't even get enough power to open an airlock and throw a rock at them...much less power up weapons.

MCPO Smith says:
 :: moves to the shuttle bay door controls:: FCO: Move your ass leftenant

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CSO: I believe so Cmdr not sure how many though.

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::growls:: MCPO Smith: I am moving my backside.  ::moves faster::

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::thinks that if they were really doing this they would blow the shuttle bay doors anyhow, regardless of who was down there... but doesn't say that::

MCPO Smith says:
::begins working on the doors over ride controls, keeps an eye on the FCO::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Captain I can try and cut the oxygen on that deck to see if it will slow the fire.

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
MCPO: Having a problem?

MCPO Smith says:
:: Moves to the FCO and directs her towards the TL::

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::begins to trace back the text that she received to find out where it originated::

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::moves in the direction indicated::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
OPS: Do it.  there should be enough oxygen for our people to get to safety.

MCPO Smith says:
::feels the heat growing as he guides the FCO towards the TL doors::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Aye Captain. :: cuts the oxygen levels on deck 10 by 90%::

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
MCPO: Doors should be right up here.::points::

MCPO Smith says:
FCO: After you

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
MCPO: You sure?  ::smiles at him and moves through the doors::

Action: The life-support controls begin to cut oxygen levels on deck 10

MCPO Smith says:
FCO: Wait!!!!!!!!!!

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::stops mid slide::  MCPO Smith: What?!?!?!

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
OPS: You will also need to section off a portion of the turbo lift and lower the oxygen in there... otherwise it will leak it oxygen into the bay area,

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: Sends out a COM to have everyone let him know when they are in a safe area::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CSO: If we can get everyone in the TLs I can then set up force fields to keep the oxygen level in them at a safe level without it escaping.

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::tries to inch back to the MCPO::
 
Action: As the doors to the turbo-life open for the FCO's comm. badge an unexpected event.  With the oxygen levels low the fires is seeking air.  The TL open door provides that air, the resulting back draft leaves Smith burned badly on his left side and he cannot see the FCO anywhere

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods::  OPS: Yes but I was thinking of when they initially open the doors to get into the tube

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::looks at the flames and swears::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::watches the flare up on sensors:: OPS: Damn did you see that?

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
*Smith*: report chief!! Chief

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
CTO: What's going on down there?

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CTO: Yes I did the level of oxygen in the TL was still high when they opened th door.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
CO: We just lost the bloody shuttle bay
 
Action: The FCO lay charred but breathing inside the TL.  A combination of explosive force and superheated flames.

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
Self: ::whispers a Romulan curse as her prediction happens::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
OPS: Can we beam them out now?

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CSO: Supposedly the oxygen in the TLs should lower with the rest of the deck and then we can reset the oxygen levels once they were in.

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
OPS: Beam them out of there!

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Working on it Captain. :: Attempts to transport the people out::
OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: transporter lock marginal Captain transporting now.

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::sits down in her chair heavily as she watches her ship fall apart.  In a tired voice:: CTO: Give OPS one minute to get a lock and then blow the doors.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
CO: Aye skipper

Action: Everyone within the area to be decompressed is evacuated to sickbay, much to the agitation of House.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
*Ship wide*: All hands brace for decompression on deck 10, all damage control parties evacuate

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
CO: All clear skipper

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CTO: They are in sickbay now blow it.

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
CTO: Blow them.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::blows the shuttle bay doors::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
CO: Doors blown Skipper

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::holds on::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: cuts all the oxygen to deck 10::
 
Action: The shuttle bay doors fold and vent the fire area of deck 10 to space.  Immediately putting the fire out

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
OPS: As soon as the fire is suppressed, erect another force field between the shuttle bay internal door and the corridor.  Leave the bay open to space for now.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::looks at OPS and wipes the sweat from his brow::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
CSO: Can we get a tractor beam onto our shuttles?

Commander_Laycus says:
COM: Delphyne : CO: Well done captain, your crew seems most competent.  I will make sure the Overseer is aware of that

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: The fire is out Captain am resetting the force fields on deck10 to leave the shuttle bay open and resetting the atmosphere control.

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::tries to tractor one of the shuttles::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
COM: Laycus: Yes they are....they are the best.  We need to use our tractor beam to retrieve any of the usable debris and any shuttles that might have been blown out.

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Want me to tractor all at once?

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::watches the damage control reports come in one his console::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Captain you might want to let them know that it will take a little while for us to retrieve our shuttle.

Commander_Laycus says:
COM: Delphyne : That will be allowed, any attempt to focus that beam at our ship will result in your destruction

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
*House*: I need a status on the personnel transported in from deck 10.

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
COM: Laycus: ::a little sarcastic:: Now why doesn't that surprise me.

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
::is irritated at being back in sick bay again::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: bring the last of the Aux reactors on line to handle that stress of the SIF::

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
OPS/CSO: Both of you...retrieve what you can and keep the beam away from their ship.

CMO House says:
*CO*: Medium rare to well done captain.  Don’t you baste during your barbeques?

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Aye ma'am.

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: As long as they don’t get in our way that should not be a problem.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
Self: I need a drink ::sits heavily in the chair encumbered by his body armor::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: hears the CTO muttering :: CTO: We get a little time off and the drinks are on me.
 
Action: The FCO feels nothing, the skin having been burned so bad that the nerve endings no longer exist; she has been placed in an oxygen tent.  She cannot use a mask...no lips

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
OPS: Where do you want to store all this?

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::quietly in a tired, heavy voice::*House*: Not now House...just keep me updated on their progress.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
OPS: When this is over I’m transferring to something safer, like I dunno maybe Marine Force Recon.

CMO House says:
*CO*: Yes captain :: realizes he has pushed her as far as would be entertaining ::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CSO: For now lets see if we can get it back in the shuttle bay where it came from.

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods::  OPS: The faster the better.  I want to intensify my search for more explosives before we have any more repeats.

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::rubs her temple to try and ease a headache coming on::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CSO: Understood :: continues to transport the small pieces back to the shuttle bay::

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::moves to the replicator and orders an extra strong Raktajino. Walks over to the Captain:: CO: Here skipper you look like you need this
 
Action: The retrieval of debris is going smoothly.  And the fire and news of the dead and maimed seem to have dampened the loyalists’ enthusiasm

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::takes it with a tight smile:: CTO: Thank you Lt.  You did a hell of a job here lately.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::smiles tiredly at his captain:: CO: Just doing my duty skipper

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::chuckles:: CTO: remind me to send you and your boys a case of scotch, the next time we have time to breathe.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::smiles:: CO: Skipper I’ll settle for 5 seconds of peace and a cheeseburger

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::looks around at OPS and CSO:: OPS/CSO: For both of you also...you are doing a hell of a job.

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
COM: Laycus: What is the ETA to your base?

FCO_Lt_E`Lor says:
Self: Remind me to transfer off this ship of the damned.

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
:: sees that for some reason the COM has been restored to all decks and go about getting it restricted again:: CO: Captain it seem someone  has bypassed my lock outs on the COMs and have restore them to all decks.

Commander_Laycus says:
COM: Delphyne :CO : One hour at present speed, that is if you do not decide to damage your ship further.  And any attempt to damage this vessel will result in your destruction

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::would say something in regards to the CO's comment but doesn't even hint it with the Commander monitoring them::

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::continues to just work::

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: Working on getting them locked out again.

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CO: You know Captain he seems to have a one track mind.

CSO_Cmdr_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::mutter::  Self: He is starting to sound like a broken holo character.

CO_Capt_K`Beth says:
::mouths the words..."will result in  your destruction" along with Laycus:: COM: Laycus: Commander...you have got to get a new catch phrase.

CTO_Ltjg_McQueen says:
::walks over to Twelk and puts his hand on his shoulder:: OPS: Well done my friend

OPS_Lt_Twelk says:
CTO: You too friend.
 
Action: The Delphyne continues to follow the cruiser back to its base.  The next hour will be a slow and tedious trip for the damaged Excelsior class.  In sickbay the wounded are being treated.  An alarm sounds, House turns to a nurse; "Cardio stimulator STAT, this Klingon just flat lined I am losing her". Grumbles to himself about how he hates to lose.
 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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